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In her guest blog, graduate student Brooke Poyhonen shares her work in health, coding, innovation and overcoming doubt during the Texas Healthcare Challenge: Virtual Hackathon. Her team, WatsonCares, ...
Guest Blog: What a Hackathon is Like
Adam Willard, an associate professor of chemistry at MIT, uses high-powered supercomputers to model the behavior of disordered materials such as plastics. This kind of modeling could help researchers ...
Mastering molecular disorder
As students—and parents—prepare for the ACT and the SAT and begin executing the pursuit of higher education, there are a variety of local tutoring and test preparation options in the Katy area.
Test prep guide: 10 Katy-area businesses offering SAT, ACT tutoring
It's not about math. A polymath is someone with multiple interests ... In their second year, with guidance from faculty, they design a field of study shaped by their own questions. They discover who's ...
Polymathic Scholars
Of note, theTexas SUCCESS Comprehensive Evaluation Report for the Texas Education Agency (February 2015) showed that students who attempted twenty or more TTM lessons scored significantly higher on ...
Imagine Math
Amanda Hager, an associate professor of instruction in the Department of Mathematics, has been awarded the 2021 Jean ... in Teaching was created in 1970 with an endowment from past Texas Exes ...
Mathematician Receives Jean Holloway Award for Excellence in Teaching
Peter King's Football Morning In America column begins with what he's hearing and what he knows with the 2021 NFL Draft 10 days away. Plus more notes.
FMIA: Whispers, Rumors And Gut Feelings As Most Unusual NFL Draft Ever (According To Gil Brandt) Nears
BRYAN, Texas ... the mathematics assessment Tuesday. The Texas Tribune is reporting Texas officials mandated that students take the State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness, or STAAR ...
Bryan, College Station ISD experiencing statewide issue with STAAR testing
A first look at the fundraising quarter, a guide to the growing number of Trump administration think tanks, and candidates pile into swing state Senate races.
The Trailer: Worried incumbents, MAGA celebrities, stingy corporations: Winners and losers of the first fundraising quarter
President Joe Biden announced his intent to nominate the following individuals to serve in key administration positions.
U.S. President Biden Announces 16 Key Administration Nominations
AFTER GRADUATING IN 2013, Piccirillo chose to pursue her Ph.D. at the University of Texas because of the university’s excellent topology program and its reputation as a great place for female grad ...
A Tough Knot to Crack
So many school districts across the state experienced technical difficulties while trying to have students access or complete the online STAAR exam that the Texas Education Agency has advised schools ...
Schools Across Texas Suspend Online STAAR Testing After Continued Technical Difficulties
Use the drop-down list to filter faculty status by: tenure track, teaching, adjunct, visiting and emeritus. Use the search field to input keywords such as expertise, specialization, research or ...
Mathematics Faculty
High school students take AP® exams and IB exams to earn college credit and demonstrate success at college-level coursework. U.S. News calculated a College Readiness Index based on AP/IB exam ...
Lopez High School
In January, Pre-K 4 SA and UTSA announced preliminary findings of the Urban Education Institute’s community impact study that Pre ... class had stronger STAAR exam scores on third grade reading (+3.8 ...
UTSA Urban Education Institute releases full Pre-K impact study
There has never been a more exciting time to study the exciting discipline of physics ... the biological sciences, physics, chemistry, mathematics, technical photography, and various majors in the ...
School of Physics and Astronomy
Unlock with College Compass Liberal Arts Colleges Liberal Arts Colleges emphasize undergraduate education and award at least half of their degrees in the liberal arts fields of study.
U.S. News Best Colleges
DALLAS, April 20, 2021 -- Scientific research teams in California and Texas have been awarded nearly $1.4 million in grants to study ways to ... Hearts launched in 2013 with a mission to fund ...
Scientists in California, Texas to study ways to help children receiving heart transplants
After years of silence, Britney Spears will speak to the probate court in June regarding her long-standing legal conservatorship. W.W. Norton said in a staff memo Tuesday that it will permanently ...
Arts & Entertainment
It's part of a clinical trial called the Specifying and Treating Anxiety in Autism Research, or STAAR Study. And it has now expanded to offer online, telehealth study treatment appointments.
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